
Tiny Plays for Community 

A 6-12 Theatre Project 
What’s the Point?  

 Give students a creative voice to discuss pressing issues at the community level - 

diversity, inclusivity, safety, and community.  

 

Overview:  

The Theatre Department at P2P will be hosting a 500 word playwriting competition 

encouraging students to address the issue of inclusivity and community at our school.  

 

The competition will be advertised in October, and will be open to all students grades 6-

12. Submissions will be accepted through November until Thanksgiving Break. Winning 

playwrights will be notified by the end of December/Beginning of January and awarded a 

printed, bound copy of all the winning plays. At this point, a performance date will be secured 

and auditions for the productions will be advertised. After auditions, there will be one week of 

rehearsal to produce technically minimal performances of the tiny plays. The performance date 

will be set sometime in the spring, preferably combined with other arts events, such as concerts 

or art shows. All dates for the project will remain flexible to account for department and 

volunteer participation. 

 

A tiny play competition is a highly accessible, cross-curricular endeavor that will reach a 

large population of students at P2P as well as the community. It will celebrate a diverse 

experience of the arts by serving emerging writers, theatre artists, as well as performers at a 

variety of grade levels. I believe this competition has the potential to open doors for students 

who have not experienced the intersection of arts and curriculum, creating new passions and 

appreciation for creative expression.   

 

 

Prompt:  

Valuing every person is a major tenet of the Peak to Peak mission and vision. Write a 

500 word play, including dialogue and stage directions, that explores the ideas of inclusivity, 

respect, and the celebration of individual differences. If you need inspiration, consider the 

following questions:  

 

“Who isn’t here, and how can we let them know that they are welcome?” 

“What makes me feel celebrated and safe?” 

“What is my experience with being included or excluded from a community?” 

“How do you make someone feel that they belong?” 

 

Awards/Accolades:  

- Bound copy of all winning plays: One per grade level, 6-12 

- Performance of winning plays open to the community 

- Potential prizes (Puma Gear, gift cards, whatever we can get donated) for best plays of 

Middle School and High School 

Tentative Dates: 



Tiny Plays for Community 

A 6-12 Theatre Project 
 

September - October:  

Playwriting Master Classes in English Classrooms 

- HS Level - DCPA Playwrights offer free workshops through the fall semester. 

- MS Level - Established HS Theatre students will volunteer their time to teach 

basic playwriting skills in English classes (or other suggestions welcome).  

 

November 1st - 18th:  

 Accepting Submissions (6-12) 

 Deadline: November 18th at 3:30pm 

 

December 2nd:  

 Finalists Chosen (2-3 per grade level) 

 

December 15th: 

 Winners Notified 

 

January:  

 Plays Published 

 

February - March:  

 Production advertised at school and in the community 

 

Production:  

  Rehearsals through Performance 

- Auditions Mon & Tues 3/20 - 21 afternoon 

- Rehearsals 4/3, 4/4, 4/10, and 4/11 pre-performance 

- Performance 4/11 at 6:30pm 

 

 

What do I need from the English Department? I’ll tell you…  

- Helping to spread the word to students who might not be involved in the arts, especially 

in your classrooms.  

- Planning for a single mini-lesson in playwriting (if time allows) during the months of 

September/October 

- Submission Readers! (I will provide a meal for readers at a meeting to discuss winners) 

- Ideas! (Anything you think will help make this a success) 

 

 

 

 

Submission Guidelines and Formatting:  

 



Tiny Plays for Community 

A 6-12 Theatre Project 
- 500 word MAX (excluding character names, including stage directions) 

- Playwriting Format (see below) 

- Cover page with title of play, grade level, and list/descriptions of characters. Not counted 

in word count.  

- Maximum of 8 characters, unless doubling is specified in the script (i.e. same actor is 

meant to play Jill and Rhonda) 

- The name of the playwright should be nowhere visible on the script, including the cover 

letter.  

- Email submissions as an attachment in PDF, MS Word, or Google Doc format to 

rebecca.weiss@bvsd.org. Hard copy and/or handwritten submissions will not be 

accepted. Contact Weiss if accommodations are required.  

- Emailed submissions should include the subject line “Tiny Plays for Community 

Submission - ” followed by grade level.  

- Example: Tiny Plays for Community Submission -  6th Grade 

- Body of the submission email should include the following:  

- Name of playwright (Plus prefered name to publish, such as ‘John’ instead of 

‘Jonathan’) 

- Grade level 

- Short synopsis of your play 

 

Formatting:  

- ½” margins 

- Character names in all caps, centered 

- Dialogue aligned left 

- Stage directions in parentheses, two tabs to the right 

 

Example -   

 

JILL 

I have no idea how to format a play.  

  (Opens laptop and stares.) 

 

RHONDA 

It’s not that hard! Just look at this…  

  (Takes laptop and begins to type.) 

This is proper format. Character names are centered, and the dialogue aligns left! Actions and 

stuff, called stage directions, are in parentheses.   
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